INTRODUCTION
Systematic analysis of the performance of publicly available programs for gene prediction highlighted that while the current programs perform well at predicting coding nucleotides, exon boundaries are predicted with lower accuracy levels. 1 Specificity of the models for splice signals used currently are only 35 per cent at a sensitivity threshold of 50 per cent; however, usage of 'in context' information improved the prediction accuracy. 2 The 'in context' information included reading frame compatibility across splice sites and assembly of the exons onto a single optimal gene by an integrated method for gene finding. However, it is highly desirable to improve the performance of methods that predict splice sites in isolation of such integrated methods for gene finding. Such a need becomes obvious in situations where there is a lack of homology between the translated product and any known proteins, when only a minimal amount of other context information is known, or when there is ambiguity in the interpretations of the coding region predictions. Prediction of alternative gene products also depends largely on the accuracy of predicting the exact location of splice signals in isolation of the current integrated methods that usually predict only the most probable gene.
Various publicly available computational tools that can predict human splice sites were recently benchmarked. 3 The programs differed from one another in the degree of discriminatory information used for prediction. A clean data set of EST-confirmed (expressed sequence tag) human splice sites 4 was used in the benchmarking studies. Results of benchmarking revealed that one in every three false positives of predicted splice sites (as obtained by programs that use coding potential information in addition to splice signals for predicting splice sites) is located in the vicinity of a real splice site (ie within a distance of ±50 nucleotides). Such an observation persisted with programs that can predict all the potential exons (including optimal and suboptimal). In a high proportion (greater than 50 per cent) of the partially correct predicted exons, the incorrect ends were located in the vicinity of the real splice sites. Further analysis of the distribution of proximal false positives (in comparison with that of GT/AG dinucleotides, which could act as cryptic splice sites) indicated that the splice signals used by the algorithms are not strong enough to discriminate particularly those false predictions that occur within ±25 nucleotides around the real sites. Thus the programs tend to pick up the exon boundaries in the regions where the coding characteristics disappear. Small shifts due to false predictions around real sites do not greatly change the characteristics that are normally associated with real splice site sequences. Current programs are not sensitive to such subtle changes. It is therefore suggested that specialised statistics that can discriminate real splice sites from such proximal false positives be additionally incorporated in gene prediction programs.
In this paper, use of decision trees to build models that help to discriminate such proximal fake splice sites from real splice sites is demonstrated. Decision trees provide an automated means of segmenting a data set according to a user-specified 'objective'. The resultant segments are then subsequently used for predictions. The real splice sites of the learning data set were taken from a clean data set of EST-confirmed human splice sites. 4 The proximal false splice sites of the learning data set were generated from regions -50 to +50 nucleotides (around real splice sites) that have a high confidence of not containing any other functional splice sites. 4 Decision trees were then built based on only the features local to these splice sites. The decision trees yielded a small set of validation rules that can be used to distinguish proximal false splice sites from real splice sites. The quality of the decision trees built with the learning data set was evaluated using a test data set comprising different EST-confirmed real and false splice sites. The computer program with the implementation of the reported decision tree model is available. 5 An integrated system with SpliceProximalCheck operating on the results of Michael Zhang's exon finder program, MZEF, is available. 6 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Derivation of the learning data set
The set of EST-confirmed splice sites from our data set published previously 4 was used as the source of real splice sites. Regions 50 nucleotides in length both upstream and downstream of a subset of these sites were used to generate a control set of false splice sites (the subset included those sites that did not possess potential alternative splice sites in their vicinity). All occurrences of the dinucleotide GT (or AG) in the 50 nucleotide length regions from donor (or acceptor) sites were considered as proximal false donor (or false acceptor) sites.
G Proximal false donor sites -both the upstream and downstream 50 nucleotide length regions around 569 real donor sites were found not to possess any alternative functional donor sites. 4 Some 2,650 occurrences of GT (other than the functional GT) were observed in these regions and were considered as false donor sites. A randomly chosen subset of these false splice sites was used in the learning data set and the remaining splice sites were used in the test data set.
G Real acceptor sites -the data set provided 623 real acceptor sites.
G Proximal false acceptor sites -both the upstream and downstream 50 nucleotide EST-confirmed splice data sets splice donor sites length regions around 573 real acceptor sites were found not to possess any alternative functional acceptor sites. Some 3,206 occurrences of AG (other than the functional AG) were observed in these regions and they were considered as proximal false acceptor sites. A randomly chosen subset of the false splice sites was used in the learning data set and the remaining splice sites were used in the test data set.
Derivation of test data set
Carrying out the clean-up procedures, as described in the earlier work, 4 on new human gene entries not published when building the earlier clean data set generated a test data set of EST-confirmed splice sites. Such a test set included a total of 229 donor and 236 acceptor sites. The false splice sites of this test data set were generated as described above. 
The decision tree approach
A decision tree finds rules that recursively bifurcate a data set in order to produce subsets that contain homogeneous data within subsets and heterogeneous data between subsets. These sets of rules can then be used to classify other data sets. The objective of the decision tree was to discriminate true splice sites from proximal false ones in the learning data set using properties of the nucleotide sequence around the splice sites. The decision tree implemented in the commercial decision support system Decisionhouse 7 was used to classify the learning data set of splice sites.
There are other publicly available as well as commercial decision tree systems. 8 The approach used in this review is general in nature and is applicable with other decision tree systems.
Determination of local features characterising splice sites
Different properties of the nucleotide sequence local to the splice sites were evaluated to determine if they could be used to differentiate between real and fake splice sites. These properties were used as input data to the decision tree as candidates for the generation of the rules to distinguish between the real and false splice sites in the learning data set.
Positional nucleotide frequencies
Nucleotide frequencies at every position in the range of -20 to +20 nucleotides around the splice sites were calculated for both real and false splice sites (data not shown). The labelling scheme used for nucleotide positions around the splice junction is as shown in Figure 1 .
Comparison of nucleotide frequency distributions in real splice sites with those in false sites revealed the following observations: G Donor sites: the frequency of thymine differed considerably between real and fake splice sites at positions -4 to +6; that of cytosine, consistently from -4 to +7; that of adenine from -4 to +5; and that of guanine from -5 to +7. Marked differences could be observed at a number of other positions as well (more prominently in the cases of adenine, guanine and cytosine).
G Acceptor sites: the frequencies of each of the four nucleotides differed consistently at positions -1 to -20 (except at the -4 position for adenine and guanine) between real and fake splice sites. In addition, frequencies of thymine, cytosine and guanine differed considerably at the +1 position.
G The information content at positions -20 to +20 around the splice sites was calculated as follows:
where f b,i denotes frequency of base (b = T, C, A or G) at position i and g b denotes frequency of base b in the regions -20 to -50 and +20 to +50. It was observed that the nucleotide positions -3 to +6 across donor sites and positions -20 to -1 across acceptor sites carry significant information.
The above results suggest the appropriateness of using nucleotide positions around the splice sites as analysis candidates to build decision trees.
Dinucleotide positions
Preference/avoidance of nucleotides at certain positions would imply a similar pattern with regard to the occurrence of particular dinucleotides at these positions. Hence, the sequential dinucleotides involving adjacent nucleotide positions were used as additional analysis candidates. Preference/avoidance of nucleotides at certain positions located on either side of the splice junction could imply a potential pattern in the occurrence of interacting pairs of mononucleotides across the splice junction. Twenty-five such long-range base pairs involving five bases on either side of the site (excluding the GT/AG positions) were considered.
Contrast across the acceptor sites
Introns very often end with a poly-pyrimidine tract. 2 Nucleotides thymine and cytosine occur more frequently than adenine and guanine in the -20 to -3 intronic region, while the sequence is largely random in the +1 to +20 exonic region. Consequently, the ratio of the compositional sum of thymine and cytosine to that of adenine and guanine is higher in the intronic region than in exonic region. This was not observed with the false splice sites, irrespective of whether the sites were derived from real introns or from exons of a gene. The values for contrast for regions of different nucleotide ranges around acceptor sites are shown in Table 1 . It is observed that even when the range is extended as far as 40 nucleotides on either side of the acceptor site, the contrast value remains higher for true splice sites than for false sites. It was decided to use the -20 to -3/+1 to +18 range in further analyses to calculate contrast values because such a range is of medium length and shorter ranges may not adequately represent odd splice sites. For this range of nucleotide positions, it was found that while 92 per cent of proximal false acceptor sites have a contrast value less than 3.0, only 31 per cent of real splice sites have such a value.
For reasons mentioned above, the following were chosen as analysis candidates. In the case of donor sites, they are: mononucleotide positions at -7 to -1 and +3 to +7; sequential dinucleotides involving these positions; and long-range dinucleotides involving each of the mononucleotide positions at -5 to -1 and each at +3 to +7. Similar candidates for acceptor sites are: mononucleotides at -7 to -3 and +1 to +5, sequential dinucleotides involving these positions; long-range dinucleotides involving each of the positions at -3 to -7 and each at +1 to +5; and the contrast value.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The concept of decision trees
We start with a learning data set consisting of records, each of which has been classified as either a real splice site or a proximal false one. The tree builder utility of the Decisionhouse application builds a binary tree by splitting the data set at each node according to the function of a single analysis candidate. At each branch point of the tree, it determines which analysis candidate makes the best split to bifurcate and separate the records of different classes into different groups (while those of the same class remain within the same group). A more general description of decision trees as applied to gene finding algorithms can be seen from the work of Salzberg and coworkers. 9
The Gini value
The decision tree recursively segments a starting population of mixed real and false splice sites into subpopulations. 
Decision trees for splice site classification
Interpretation of decision trees
Figures 2 and 3 show a four-layer decision tree for acceptor sites and donor sites using the learning data set. The decision tree has a Gini value of 89 per cent and has eight end nodes of differing 
Inclusiveness of decision tree model
In order to examine how inclusive the tree is, the learning data set was randomly divided into two equally sized sets (subset-1 and subset-2). The decision tree obtained for subset-1 was applied to subset-2 as well as to the full data set. Changes in Gini values were examined in each case. The exercise was repeated with subset-2 being used to generate the decision tree and then applied to the full data set and subset-1. It was found that there was no considerable difference in the Gini values when the tree built for one set was applied to other sets (the maximum difference observed was 5 per cent). It was also observed that the same set of analysis candidates appeared in the decision tree that was built individually for subset-1, subset-2 or for the full data set. This suggests that the decision tree built for a set of records is inclusive.
How meaningful is the segmentation by the decision tree?
In order to test whether the segmentation of the decision tree for the learning data set of real and false splice sites may also be brought about in a random data set, the records of the learning data set for acceptor sites were shuffled. Thus, a subset of false acceptor sites from the learning data set were reclassified as real ones and the remaining splice sites were reclassified as false splice sites. The complete set of records in such a shuffled data set was distributed randomly into three subsets. A decision tree of four layers was built for each such subset and then applied to the other two subsets. Gini values were recorded for each. In a similar manner, a subset of real acceptor sites from the learning data set was reclassified as a false site and the exercise was repeated. It was observed that for the randomly classified data sets, the average Gini value was 38 per cent, much lower than that of 89 per cent obtained for the learning data set 
Extending the four-layer decision trees
End nodes of the four-layer decision trees (as shown in Figures 2 and 3 • Nodes containing a population enriched with real splice sites at a lower specificity. These rules of these nodes describe the characteristics of a functional splice site, but with a low specificity. Such nodes are 9, 10, 12, 13 from Figure 2 and nodes 8, 9, 13 from Figure 3 .
Each of the eight end nodes, especially those of the third type, of the four-layer decision tree should be segmented further. This was achieved by extending the decision tree to further layers until the Gini value is maximised (attaining a value close to 100 per cent). However, a termination criterion is needed to assess whether a split at a branch point is reasonable and is not over-fitting the data. Such a criterion is to stop segmenting a node when its population size is less than 16 or when the split leads to a child node of population size less than 16. A value of 16 was chosen because the dinucleotide analysis candidate could assume 16 different values. The final set of decision trees for donor and acceptor sites was built and the rules were extracted. These are shown in Table 2 for donor sites and Table 3 for acceptor sites.
Validation rules as derived from the extended decision trees
G Donor sites. A set of nine negative rules (shown in italic font in Table 2 ) accounted collectively for 92 per cent of the false donor sites from the learning data set with an error rate of 0.6 per cent. On applying the decision tree to the test data set, these nine negative rules identified 89 per cent of the false donor sites with an error rate of 1.5 per cent. A set of six positive rules (shown by normal font in Table 2 ) accounted collectively for 98 per cent of the real donor sites from the learning data set with a specificity of 79 per cent. On applying the decision tree to the test data set, these six positive rules identified 96 per cent of the real donor sites with a specificity of 73 per cent.
G Acceptor sites. A set of 12 negative rules (shown in italic font in Table 3 ) accounted collectively for 86 per cent of the false acceptor sites from the learning data set with an error rate of 0.3 per cent. On applying the decision tree to the test data set, these 12 negative rules identified 83 per cent of the false acceptor sites from the test data set with an error rate of 2.4 per cent. A set of ten positive rules (shown by normal font in Table 3 ) accounted collectively for 99 per cent of the real acceptor sites from the learning data set with a specificity of 65 per cent. On applying the decision tree to the test data set, these ten positive rules identified 92 per cent of the real acceptor sites with a specificity of 60 per cent.
The set of 9 negative rules was enough to classify 92 per cent of false proximal Figure 3) the tree for the learning set. (and scheme Given in brackets are those of classification) from test set when the tree was applied 1. Rules as derived from the four-layer tree (see Figure 3) 
(I) 1/1162 [4/466] ([+5,+6] != RT, GA) & ([2,1] != CG, AG) & ([+3,+4] != AN, GA).
(II) 11/221 [6/97] ([+5,+6] = RT, GA) & ([2,1] != CG, AG) & ([+3,+4] != AN, GA).
(III)
26
(V) 0/189 [1/60] ([5,4] !=RC) & ([1,+5] != GN, {T,C,A}G) & ([+3,+4] = AN,GA).
(VI) 3/21 [0/5] ([5,4] =RC) & ([1,+5] != GN, {T,C,A}G) & ([+3,+4] = AN,GA).
(VII)
14
Rules as derived from the extended tree
I 1/1162 [4/466] (I)
II.1 0/143 [0/62] ([1,+4] != GN, YC) & (II).
II.2.1 0/34 [0/10] ([4,3] = CY, TA, GT, TT, AG, AC) & ([1,+4] = GN, YC) & (II).
II.2.2 11/44 [6/25] ([4,3] != CY, TA, GT, TT, AG, AC) & ([1,+4] = GN, YC) & (II).
III.1 0/64 [0/20] ([3,+5] = TN, CT, G{C,T,A}) & (III).
III.2.1 5/60 [4/19] ([7,6] != CN, A{T,A,C} & ([3,+5] != TN, CT, G{C,T,A}) & (III).
III.2.2 21/42 [3/18] ([7,6] = CN, A{T,A,C} & ([3,+5] != TN, CT, G{C,T,A}) & (III
VIII.1.1 1/33 [0/17] ([3,+4] != CY, {G,A,C}A) & ([1,+6] != NT, G{G,C,A}) & VIII).
VIII. donor sites from the learning data set and a set of 12 rules was enough to classify 86 per cent of the proximal false acceptor sites from the learning data set. Such a set of rules predicted correctly 89 per cent of the false proximal donor sites and 83 per cent of false acceptor sites in a test data set. Given the earlier observations, 3 that one in every three false positives, as well as that more than half the number of wrong ends from partially correct predicted exons occur in the vicinity of real sites, the rules presented herein can be used to help to improve the prediction 
End nodes
Population of end nodes of Rules (Figure 2) the tree for the learning set. (and scheme Given in brackets are those of classification) from test set when the tree was applied 1. Rules as derived from the four-layer tree (see Figure 2) 7 I 0/894 [2/345] ( [7, 6] 
!= C{C, T, G}, AA,TT) & ([3,+1] != CN,T{C,G}) & (contrast < 2.38).
II 7/356 [3/144] ([7,6] =C{C, T, G}, AA,TT) & ([3,+1] != CN, T{C,G}) & (contrast < 2.38).
III 32/600 [15/214] ([6,5] != YY) & ([3,+1] = CN, TC, TG) & (contrast < 2.38).
IV
V 0/98 [5/36] ([5,+3] != {A,T}A, C{C,T,G}) & ([3,+3] = GN, A{G,C,A} & (contrast >= 2.38).
VI
Rules as derived from the extended tree
I 0/894 [2/345] (I).
II.1 0/242 [0/104] ([5,+4] != RC, YT, TA) & (II).
II.2.1 0/71 [1/26] ([+1,+2] != G{A,C,G}, {A,T}T) & ([5,+4] = RC, YT, TA) & (II).
II.2. 
III.1 1/354 [2/102] ([7,+1]!= NG, GT, T{A,C}) & (III).
III.2.1 4/114 [0/45] (contrast < 0.88) & ([7,+1]= NG, GT, T{A,C}) & (III).
III.2.2.1 0/28 [2/17] ([+5,+6] = CR, G{G,T}, AC) & (contrast >= 0.88) & ([7,+1]= NG, GT, T{A,C}) & (III).
III.2. 
IV.1.1 0/65 [2/22] ([7,+3] = G{C,G,A}, AR, T{T,G}, CC) & (contrast < 1.1) & (IV).
IV.1.2.1 0/30 [0/9] ([4,+1] = C{G,T}, T{A,C,T},GA) & ([7,+3] != G{C,G,A}, AR, T{T,G}, CC) & (contrast < 1.1) & (IV).
IV.1. 
IV.2.1.1 1/26 [3/10] ([+2,+3] = {C,A}A, RT) & ([4,+5] != RC, GT,TG) & (contrast >= 1.1) & (IV).
IV.2. 
VII.1.1 0/50 [1/7] ([5,+2] != A{G,T}, T{G,T,C}) & ([6,5] = G{A,G,T}, AR, TA, CT) & (VII).
VII.1. accuracy of the current programs. Thus these rules can either form an integral part of the splice site prediction programs to affect the scoring system or act as filters on the predicted splice sites. The rules are deterministic and they are simple to code in computer programs. It is to be noted that the decision tree models reported herein could identify only 92 per cent of the false donor sites and 86 per cent of the false acceptor sites. The reasons for the low values are probably that the decision tree algorithm implemented in Decisionhouse may not be the most efficient one and the analysis candidates that are used (such as the sequential, long-range dinucleotides and contrast) do not adequately describe biologically relevant information that is part of the splicing mechanism. Characteristics delineating branch points (in the case of acceptor sites) might have served as another set of analysis candidates, but they could not be used because annotation of them is lacking in the databases.
Splice signals
Examination of the rules (as given in Tables 2 and 3 ) gave a strong indication of the possibility of interactions involving nucleotide positions that arise from either side of the splice sites, in addition to interactions among bases within either the upstream or downstream regions from the site. In 82 per cent of the cases of real donor sites (as seen from rule VIII.2 in Table 2 ), the signals were in the form of long-range dinucleotide positions involving -2 to -1 and +5 to +6 and of the sequential dinucleotide positions at (+3, +4). In 72 per cent of the proximal false donor sites (as seen from the rules I and II in Table 2 ), the signals were in the form of only the sequential dinucleotide positions (-2, -1) and (+3, +4). In 65 per cent of the real acceptor site cases (as seen from rule VIII in Table 3 ), the signals were in the form of long-range dinucleotide position (-3, +3) and the sequential dinucleotide position (-7, -6) . In 53 per cent of the false acceptor site cases (as seen from rules I and II in Table 3 ), the signals were in the form of only the long-range dinucleotide position (-3, +1) . The significant positional interactions that carry splice signals are enumerated below.
G Donor sites. The rules (Table 2) revealed and (-7, +3), occurred in the extended tree. These 14 dinucleotide units were enough to discriminate real acceptor sites from the proximal false sites. The overall scenario for acceptor sites is as follows: (i) the poly-pyrimidine tract is a strong splice signal; (ii) there are strong long-range interactions from position -3 to positions +1 and +3; (iii) the sequential dinucleotides at (-7, -6) and (-6, -5) act as distinct motifs.
The observed possibility that the nearby or long-range nucleotide positions can form dinuleotide units of splice signals has been discussed previously. 10 This is in good agreement with the splicing mechanism of donor site selection. U1 snRNA first base pairs with a region of -4 to +6 around donor site and the same region upstream and downstream regions are later recognised by U5 and U6 snRNAs. Thus the long-range nucleotide positions might depend on one another. In the case of acceptor site selection, the splicing factor U2AF35 recognises the 3' splice site AG in a sequence-specific manner. 11
AVAILABILITY OF THE PROGRAMS AND DATA SETS
The learning data set used in this work is available on the WWW. 12 The test data set of EST-confirmed sites is also available from the same web site.
SpliceProximalCheck program
Computer implementation of the trees is available. 5 As input it takes sequences of length 7 nucleotides (in the case of donor sites) or 20 nucleotides (in the case of acceptor sites) from either side of a putative splice site. The sequences are then scrutinised against the validation rules and the putative site is appropriately marked as either a proximal false site, a real splice site or as undecided. The utility of the program becomes obvious under the following situation: when the putative splice site (as predicted by exon prediction programs that use coding potential among others) is identified as a false proximal site by SpliceProximalCheck, then the user can scrutinise the nearby cryptic sites using the same program; thus improving the predictive ability of the programs.
Integration of SpliceProximalCheck with publicly available tools for exon predictions
As discussed earlier, the motivation behind developing SpliceProximalCheck is to enable the further scrutiny of the exons derived by gene prediction programs. Thus, it is highly desirable to present to the gene annotation community an integrated system with SpliceProximalCheck as a front-end tool to exon prediction programs. For this purpose an integrated system with SpliceProximalCheck as a front-end tool to MZEF, a publicly available program for exon predictions, is available. 13
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES FOR MZEF-SPC AND PERFORMANCE TESTS
As discussed so far, the reported program specialises in identifying the proximal false positive splice sites. The program labels a given site as either 'False' or 'Possibly true' or 'Undecided'. We demonstrate below two real examples of improvement by SPC program on the results of MZEF predictions. The emphasis is on illustrating how the false positive predictions from MZEF are identified by SPC. For this purpose, two human DNA sequences, namely HSERPG and HSU52852, were randomly chosen from the EMBL nucleotide sequence database. 14 The results from MZEF-SPC are shown in Table 4 . The predicted exons are ordered as per their P-value (as determined by MZEF). The following observations were made.
Results with HSU52852
G Acceptor sites: of the 11 MZEF-predicted false positive acceptor sites, 9 were correctly identified as false 
